
Career Cruising has been helping people create successful futures for over 20 years. And we’ve taken everything we’ve 
learned from districts across North America to build Xello, a brand-new online program tested with hundreds of students, 
educators, and industry experts. 

A New Vision 
for Creating Successful Futures 

WHAT EDUCATORS SAY

WHAT STUDENTS SAY

“The jobs are very up-to-date and interesting; ex: media buyer involving both psychology 
and Netflix.”

“Great links between school subjects and the ‘real world.’” 

“Almost all students are desperate to know what type of careers are available in the 
future. By exposing them to this program at an early grade, it will make them more 
knowledgeable about their choices.”

“I found the activities allowed me to learn more and expanded my knowledge of 
how different school subjects could be applied to various types of real life jobs.”

Planning for the future isn’t a one-and-done process. And in today’s changing world, students don’t just need help 
choosing a particular career or school. They need the critical thinking and decision-making skills to manage their futures 
for the long-term.

We believe technology can help, and that amazing things happen when you give students a program they love to use. 
That’s why we employed a team of 60+ designers, software engineers, user experience researchers, data security 
specialists, writers, and photographers to build Xello from the ground up. And we showed it to students and educators 
every step of the way to create an unrivaled learning experience. 

Xello feels like the software students use in their everyday lives, and it simplifies the future-planning process by presenting 
information in a highly personal and contextual way. It moves away from a checklist approach to readiness and puts every 
student at the center of their unique journey – a journey that lets them define and create their successful future. 

Why Xello? 

Meet Xello! Contact us today at 800.965.8541 or info@xello.world // xello.world.com
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An immersive, student-centered experience
Xello makes it fun and easy for students to learn about themselves, explore options, and build goals and plans. 
Possibilities come to life through original content written at a grade 6 reading level, plus stunning photos and 
a Storyboard to save assignments, videos, and much more. 

XELLO 
A single, scalable future-readiness program for grades 6-12

Support for all students and all pathways
Xello helps students discover the pathway that’s right for them, whether it involves a trade, college, university, 
entrepreneurship, or other training. By meeting strict accessibility standards, it helps districts make future 
readiness a core school process for all students. 

Available anytime, anywhere, on any device 
Xello ensures students can plan for their future 24/7, on their phones, laptops, or tablets – all with the same 
engaging content and lightning-fast performance. It also helps educators encourage self-directed portfolio 
development and adapt the program for all types of learning environments. 

A focus on decision-making, reflection, and critical thinking 
Xello simplifies the process of making decisions with a series of investigative steps that encourage 
rating, reflection, and critical thinking around options of interest. Through this process, students gain the 
confidence and skills to make smart, informed choices.

Built-in curriculum support
Xello’s interactive lessons make it easy to infuse future readiness across subjects and set standards for 
program usage. Prepare students for parent conferences, college and university visits, counselor meetings, 
career fairs, and much more!

Educator tools for maximum productivity
Xello’s simplified educator tools make it easy to track student work in the program, create assignments, and 
collect the most up-to-date insights and data. Lay the groundwork for focused conversations, and quickly 
identify students who need extra support. 

Meet Xello! Contact us today at 800.965.8541 or info@xello.world // xello.world.com


